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Notice

The following information is not intended to be “written advice concerning one or more 

Federal tax matters” subject to the requirements of section 10.37(a)(2) of Treasury 

Department Circular 230.

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all 

persons, without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction 

described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to, any 

tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 

subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 

determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Agenda

— Historical approaches to nexus expansion

— New approaches to nexus expansion

— South Dakota v. Wayfair

— Use tax notice and reporting requirements

— Marketplace provider obligations

— Next steps
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Historical approaches to nexus expansion

Agency/attributional Nexus

― Activities of unrelated parties may create nexus for a company

‒ Example: In-state contractors fix computers that were purchased over the Internet

Affiliate nexus

― Activities of related parties may create nexus for affiliate entities

‒ Example: In-state retailer accepts returns of books purchased from Internet affiliate

Click-through nexus 

― Presumption of nexus is generally established when an in-state person posts a link to a 

retailer’s website on its own website and the in-state person receives a commission or 

other consideration for sales made through the link

‒ Example: Hockey club website links to online retailer to raise funds
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New approaches to nexus expansion 

Economic nexus

― “Economic” presence alone is sufficient to create nexus, no physical presence required 

‒ Example:  Nexus if seller makes over $100,000 of sales to in-state customers 

Software or “cookie” nexus 

— In-state software, applications, or cookies constitutes a physical presence (generally 

still include a bright-line threshold in determining nexus)

Notice and reporting requirements 

― State requires a non-collecting retailer to provide notices to customers and report sales 

information to state 

Marketplace provider obligations 

― State imposes a collection obligation on marketplace facilitator or requires the 

marketplace provider to report certain information 



South Dakota v. 
Wayfair
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South Dakota v. Wayfair

In 2016, South Dakota passed an economic nexus law; brought an action to force 

Wayfair to collect

— S.D. Supreme Court said it was bound to follow Quill and held the statute to be invalid, 

and the state petitioned for certiorari to the U.S. Supreme Court

— The Court granted review and heard arguments on April 17, and is expected to issue a 

decision by the end of June

— Several options available to the Court

- Reaffirm Quill or otherwise indicate that this area belongs to Congress

- Overturn or modify Quill and restate the tests applied to a tax on interstate 

commerce

— Appropriate Commerce Clause test is whether the tax discriminates against 

interstate commerce and find that the SD statute is not discriminatory

— If it is not discriminatory, may also examine whether there is undue burden on 

interstate commerce in relation to the benefits provided and that various 

interests must be balanced

- Could then say SD creates no undue burden or remand to SD for 

determination
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South Dakota v. Wayfair

Insights from the Oral Arguments

— The potential for Quill being overturned is less certain than perhaps it was before the 

arguments 

— The Justices seemed to be very concerned with three issues: whether states could 

retroactively apply an economic nexus standard, the costs and burdens that would be 

imposed on sellers if the physical presence rule was to be overturned, and whether the 

issue is better left to Congress

- The U.S. Solicitor General made some surprising comments

— Justice Breyer seemed frustrated by the lack of a record and the contradictory 

information he received from the parties on factual questions, such as the costs of 

complying with sales and use tax laws, and the accuracy of sales and use tax 

compliance software

— Much of the discussion was focused on policy and the practical considerations 

associated with Quill being overturned
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If Quill is overturned…..

Many states have laws similar to South Dakota’s and therefore already have bright-

line economic nexus standards

— However, many states are temporarily enjoined, either by court order or by the statute, 

from enforcing the collection requirement until the constitutionality of the laws are 

settled

- Presumably, states with pending litigation will need to take steps in court post-

Wayfair before they could enforce their laws

- Furthermore, with the exception of Alabama, Connecticut, Mississippi, and Indiana, 

the economic nexus standards may be enforced prospectively only from the date 

the matter is ultimately resolved in favor of the state

- So, unless the retailer is litigating the issue, they may be protected in certain states

— In the other states with economic nexus laws, it’s not clear when the state would begin 

enforcing post-Wayfair

— Also, keep in mind that certain states have economic nexus laws that aren’t “pure” 

economic nexus standards, but also require a seller to have certain contacts with a 

state
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Economic nexus

State Threshold Effective Date
Currently 

Enforceable

Prospective 

Application Only if 

Upheld

Alabama
$250,000 and one or more nexus-

creating activities
January 1, 2016 Yes No

Connecticut
100 retail sales and regular or 

systematic solicitation of sales
Unclear Yes No

Indiana $100,000 or 200 transactions July 1, 2017 No No

Kentucky $100,000 or 200 transactions July 1, 2018 No No

Maine $100,000 or 200 transactions October 1, 2017

Yes, but filing of 

action by state 

will enjoin

Yes

Mississippi

$250,000 plus purposeful or 

systematic exploitation of the 

Mississippi market

December 1, 2017 Yes No
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Economic nexus, continued

State Threshold Effective Date
Currently 

Enforceable

Prospective 

Application Only if 

Upheld

North Dakota $100,000 or 200 transactions 
When US Supreme 

Court overturns Quill
No Yes

South Dakota $100,000 or 200 transactions 
Pending resolution of 

litigation
No Yes

Tennessee
$500,000 and regular or systematic 

solicitation 

Pending resolution of 

litigation and approval 

by General Assembly

No Yes

Vermont

Regular, systematic, or seasonal 

solicitation of sales and either 

$100,000 or 200 transactions

When US Supreme 

Court or federal law 

removes the physical 

presence requirement

No Yes

Wyoming $100,000 or 200 transactions 
Pending resolution of 

litigation
No Yes
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State Threshold Effective Date
Currently 

Enforceable

Prospective 

Application if 

Upheld

Massachusetts

$500,000 and 100 transactions for 

retailers with software in state 

(apps, cookies, etc.)

September 22, 2017 Yes No

Ohio

$500,000 for retailers with software 

or content distribution networks in 

state 

January 1, 2018 Yes No

Economic threshold + software-related presence
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If Quill is overturned…..

A number of states have taken an economic nexus position for CIT (for at least 

certain types of taxpayers)

— At least a dozen have issued no guidance as to whether physical presence is required 

for CIT purposes

If the Court overturns Quill in some way that is not specific to use tax collection, 

this could also have an impact on CIT nexus.  For example:

— The Court could broaden nexus for both CIT and use tax collection if it:

- Eliminates the “undue burden” balancing test of the dormant Commerce Clause, or

- Eliminates or marginalizes the dormant Commerce Clause as a nexus 

consideration.

— The Court could narrow nexus for CIT, even though it broadens nexus for use tax 

collection, if it:

- Eliminates the physical presence requirement of Quill, but retains a “mail or 

common carrier safe harbor.”  The CIT factor presence nexus statutes do not 

currently specify a “mail or common carrier safe harbor” – and it might not be 

considered specific to use tax collection.

Changes to physical presence requirement for sales/use tax purposes will likely 

occasion states to re-examine its application in the direct tax context



Use tax notice 
and reporting 
requirements
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Notice and reporting requirements

Many states require retailers that are not obligated to collect and remit tax to comply with 

certain notice and reporting requirements

— General requirements

- Transactional notice

- Annual report to purchasers

- Annual report to Department

— Colorado’s notice and reporting requirements for non-collecting retailers were upheld in Direct 

Marketing Association v. Brohl

Intended to increase tax collections by:

— Increasing customer awareness of use tax obligations

— Providing additional information to the Department

— Incentivizing out-of-state retailers to register and collect tax

Many states impose penalties for failure to comply

— Not “taxes” so likely no opportunity for non-collecting retailers to come into compliance 

through VDA or amnesty programs 

— Certain states do not impose penalties but may consider other state enforcement actions
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Notice and reporting requirements

Are all these laws constitutional? 

— In Direct Marketing Association v. Brohl, the Tenth Circuit ruled that Colorado’s use tax 

reporting requirements did not discriminate against or unduly burden interstate 

commerce

- Quill has been, and should continue to be, applied narrowly to issues involving the 

collection and remittance of sales and use taxes, and not be extended to notice and 

reporting requirements

— The issue has not been litigated in other federal circuits or in any other state court

What if my company does not comply? 

— Many states impose penalties for failure to comply

- These aren’t “taxes” so non-collecting retailers likely cannot come into compliance 

through VDA or Amnesty programs

— Certain states do not impose penalties but may consider other state enforcement 

actions

State Transactional Notice(s) Annual Report to Purchasers Annual Report to Department

Colorado Starting July 1, 2017 January 31, 2018 March 1, 2018

Kentucky X Starting July 1, 2013 N/A N/A

Louisiana X Starting July 1, 2017 January 31, 2018 March 1, 2018

Oklahoma X Starting July 1, 2018 January 31, 2019 January 31, 2019

Pennsylvania Starting April 1, 2018 January 31, 2019 January 31, 2019

Puerto Rico Starting July 1, 2017 January 31, 2018 Quarterly Report: Oct. 31, 2017 

Rhode Island Starting August 17, 2017 January 31, 2018 February 15, 2018

South Dakota X Starting July 1, 2011 N/A N/A

Vermont Starting July 1, 2017 January 31, 2018 January 31, 2018

Washington Starting Jan. 1, 2018 February 28, 2019 February 28, 2019

X = no penalties are specified for noncompliance



Marketplace 
provider 
obligations
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Marketplace provider obligations

Certain states have begun to impose tax collection or reporting obligations on online 

marketplace operators (“marketplace providers” or “marketplace facilitators”)

— Requirements generally apply to companies that help, in varying degrees, to facilitate sales 

by advertising, fulfillment, or payment processing 

- Specific definitions vary by state

— In some states, marketplace operators may elect to collect sales tax or comply with notice 

and reporting obligations

Penalties for failure to comply with collection and/or reporting obligations can be 

significant
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Marketplace provider obligations 

State Must Collect
Must Collect 

or Report

Must 

Report
Effective Date

Alabama X January 1, 2019

Minnesota X
Earlier of July 1, 2019 or when Quill physical 

presence requirement is overturned

Oklahoma X
April 10, 2018, with first election due July 1, 

2018

Pennsylvania X
February 1, 2018, generally for transactions 

that occur after March 31, 2018

Rhode Island X August 17, 2017

Washington X January 1, 2018



Next steps
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Navigating a world without Quill

Step 1 – Review Existing and Post-Quill Nexus Footprint

— Existing filing obligations – consider VDA/amnesty programs

— Assess post-Quill filing obligations

Step 2 – Consider the Overall Business Implications

— Communicate with all stakeholders in the organization

— Involve legal, marketing, supply chain, technology, direct tax, finance

Step 3 – Review Product/Service Mix

— Develop taxability determinations

— Examine bundled items 

Step 4 – Review and Consider Technology Needs

— What do you have and what are your options?

— Consider tax engine upgrades or outsourcing compliance processes

Step 5 – Filing Compliance and Initial Registration

— Register in new jurisdictions

— Ensure that all returns and remittances are timely filed

Step 6– Monitor Tax Updates and Handle State Audits

— Stay abreast of tax updates (nexus, rates, exemptions, etc.)

— Prepare for increased audit activity with new jurisdictions
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Post-Quill readiness checklist

Has your company reviewed its existing and Post-Quill

nexus footprint?

— Nexus Impact Review

— VDA and Business Registration 
NO

Has your company evaluated its technology needs if Quill

is overturned?

— Diagnostic Review

— Software Selection 

— Tax Engine Implementation

NO

Does your company's compliance team have the capacity 

to register in new jurisdictions, file all necessary returns, 

and maintain exemption certificates?

— Indirect Tax Compliance Service

— Exemption Certificate Support Service

— Business License Registration Service

NO

Is your company able to monitor tax updates and handle 

increased state audits?

— Updates on tax legislation and changes

— Audit support and controversy 
NO

Has your company considered the overall business 

implications if Quill is overturned?

— Business Strategy Roadmap

— Tax Transformation & Business Change Management

— Potential ASC 450 Impact

NO

Has your company reviewed its product/service mix in 

each new jurisdiction to determine taxability?

— Taxability Review

— Product Mapping
NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Issue Action



Thank you
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